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Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Acupuncture/Skin
Acupuncture/Fibrous/Acupuncture/Lymph
Therapies/Anti-Infection Auditory
Therapies/Anti-Inflammation Auditory

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5456  2934 (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 625  719  660  720  635  719  (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Garlic
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Organ Systems/Lymphatics/Lymph
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ACCESSION”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionaries module to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

GO TO NO
Matrix Panel/Type 7881 in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Treat to Zap the item

**NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK**
Test/Programs/Nutrition and Homeopathy Feedback/Calculate strike this key first/OK/Insert Disease: Abscess /Test Disease for best nutritional supplement/Double click on all items appearing in yellow to treat

**PATIENT SUPERCONSCIOUS REDUCTION**
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Patient Superconscious Reduction Panel/Disease of Concern: Acne/Start Superconscious Link/Closed red VARHOPE panel/Double click on all above items in red to begin treatment

**SEARCH**: From the Matrix Panel Panel type “Abscess” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

**RIFE GENERATOR**
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 727 787 880

**AUTO VARHOPE**
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto VARHOPE

**UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY**
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto Aggressive Immune Dysfunction
Also, see pages on Inflammation, Lymph, Blood and Mucous.
ACNE

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

**SCIO BODY VIEWER**
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Digestive System/Liver/Organ Systems/Lymphatics/Lymph
Acupuncture/Skin/Acupuncture/Lymph
Therapies/Anti-Infection Auditory
SCIO Therapy/Sky/-/ 100-120 Hz for skin
Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5461  2348  2357 (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 635  645  121  8901  728  7325  951  6429  7229  4994  7063  620  6848
(Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: acne
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button). / Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp 32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY**
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ACNE”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp 32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionaries module to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**SEARCH**
From the Matrix Panel Panel type “Acne” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.
SKIN REJUVENATION
Test/Programs/Body Scan and Face Therapy/Skin Rejuvenation/Increase desired number of minutes/Detox Pulse

HOMOTOXICOLOGY
Test/Programs/Homotoxicology/click on the word Skin under the Epidermal section/click on Continue Test Nosode+Isode (in green box)/Treat top 5 or click on individual items to treat until rectified 85 or above/double click on gray panel to close/Detox Access/Stimulate Detox (on blue panel). NOTE: Before any detox always open up the channels of elimination first.

PATIENT SUPERCONSCIOUS REDUCTION
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Patient Superconscious Reduction Panel/Disease of Concern: Acne/Start Superconscious Link/Close red VARHOPE panel/Double click on all above items in red to begin treatment

NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK
Test/Programs/Nutrition & Homeopathy/Calculate, Strike this key first/OK/Vitamin A Family/Nutrienergy Balance/Vitamin F/Nutrienergy Balance

BLOOD TREATMENTS
Test/Programs/Risk Profile/Load Current Patient/Double click on “BLOOD” to load/Virtual Doctor Test/Connect to DF Blood/Plio Morph Panel/Double Click on Propriom Bacteria until Rectified is over 85.
ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Immune System/Thymus
Organ Systems/Lymphatics/Lymph

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5462  5301  7758 (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 7626  8706  660  921  7630  611  7629  726  8232
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease
Dictionary module to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**SHORT SARCODES**
Test/Programs/Short Sarcode Feedback Rx/Add Additional Therapy/Load/Close/Facial+Eye+Gums Diagnosis/Click on Next Dental Picture until you see ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME/Treat and Scan Test/Programs/Short Sarcode Feedback Rx/Add Additional Therapy/Load/Close/Ear+Etc/Lymph, Liver, Spleen/Double click on picture to treat

**SEARCH**
From the Matrix Panel type “HIV” or “AIDS” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Click on the items individually and click Treat.

**ZAP**
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap AIDS Virus Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Auto Aggressive Dysfunction Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Infection General – All Top Pathogens (12 min)
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Virus (5 min)
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Worms (5 min)
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Bacteria (5 min)
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Fungus (5 min)

**ORIGINAL SARCODES**
Test/Programs/Spinal/Original Sarcode Results/Double click on and correct Thymus and Bone Marrow to correct

**TIMED THERAPIES**
Test/Programs/Spinal/Timed Therapies/Work on the following one at a time: Immune Stim, Congested Lymph Stim, Sluggish Liver Stim/Start until rectified is over 85
UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Organ Systems/Lymph

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 1.44, 1550, 1500, 249, 418, 727, 787, 880, 2489, 3100, 3175, 3475

AUTO VARHOPE
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto VARHOPE

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto Aggressive Immune Dysfunction

Also, see Page on “Immune System”
ADAMS APPLE

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Throat + Voice
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

ACUPUNCTURE
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures
Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:

POINTS
Adamsa-1=Adams Apple

PATIENT SUPERCONSCIOUS REDUCTION
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Patient Superconscious Reduction Panel/Disease of Concern: Adams Apple/Start Superconscious Link/Cloose red VARHOPE panel/Double click on all above items in red to begin treatment.
ADDICTION

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

**SCIO BODY VIEWER**
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Psychological/Addiction Therapy Auditory
SCIO Therapy/Aura Cleanse
Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5468
Isodes: 657 695 709 747 740 717 790 1096 7763 695 8787 (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Describe the type of addiction.
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY**
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ADDICTION”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary's module to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**INDIVIDUAL NLP**
Test/Programs/NLP/Individual NLP/Addiction/Start NLP Interface
**NLP EMOTIONAL GROWTH STRESS REDUCTION**
Test/Programs/NLP/Therapies/Addiction Release

**SEARCH**
From the Matrix Panel type “Addiction” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

**UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY**
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Biofeedback/Addiction Release Therapy

**ACUPUNCTURE**
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:
POINT
Exb-2=Addiction

**ELECTROHYPNOSIS**
Test/Programs/Enter a suggestion in the top white box (ie: I do not like cigarettes)/Super Clear Subspace Therapy/Activate 7 min. Electro Hypnosis, Load Suggestion, extend time

**ALLERGY PANEL**
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Auto Meridian-Allergy/Allergy RX/Place the addictive item on the metal test tray (ie: cigarette)/Fill in top 3 white boxes (Enter all known allergies, Enter body areas affected & all allergic symptoms)/Invert Allergen from Test Tray/Extend time of Universal Biofeedback Therapy to 20 minutes/Start Desensitization

**ADDING ITEMS TO THE MATRIX PANEL**
Matrix Panel/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Add Remedy to Matrix Panel/In the lower white box, enter the name of the item you would like to add to the Matrix Panel and place the item on the metal Test Plate/Take Pattern From Test Tray/You may have to repeat this process if you see “Please Repeat Process” Note that this button is now grayed out. To activate it, click with your cursor once in the white box where you entered the substance name and once again click on Please Repeat Process/Repeat this step. This button may also say “Take Pattern from Test Tray”, If so, click on it again. /Once you see “Tri Vector Energy Stored”, you will be ready to process to the next step. Add Item to Matrix/Click on one of the “Empty” boxes/Edit Name/Name your product/OK/Save Name/Close/Close
ADDISON’S DISEASE

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Endocrine/Adrenal
Acupuncture/Hormonal

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 1768 5469 (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 3039
Misc.: Addison’s Disease
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ADDISON’S DISEASE”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary module to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Addison’s Disease” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the
item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

**HOLD TRAY**
Matrix Panel/In yellow or pink “Hold” tray type Addison’s Disease/Test Item in Hold Tray above/Double click on the items, which appear in yellow below the hold tray to treat.

**PATIENT SUPERCONSCIOUS REDUCTION**
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Patient Superconscious Reduction Panel/Disease of Concern: Addison’s Disease/Start Superconscious Link/Close red VARHOPE panel/Double click on all above items in red to begin treatment

Also, see pages on Hormones, Adrenals and Stress & Cortisol.
ADENOIDs

ORIGINAL SARCODES
Test/Programs/Spinal Muscular-Education, Sarcode Feedback/Original Sarcode Results/Double Click on Adenoids until Rectified is over 85/Organ Chart/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Universal Biofeedback Therapy for bottom and top balance.

GO TO NO
Matrix Panel/Type 1040 in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Treat to Zap the item

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Adenoids” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 1550, 802, 880, 787, 776, 727, 444, 20, 428, 660, 2720, 2170
ADRENALS

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Endocrine/Adrenal
Therapies/Stress Release Auditory
SCIO Therapy/Sky/-/- 500-555 Hz for Adrenal

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5473  5742  (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes:  701  3044  739  9198  7306  7017  8772
5164  8729  917  9266  4009  1025  1024  738
(Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: 1801
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ADRENAL TUMOR OR ADRENOGENITAL SYNDROME”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

ACUPUNCTURE
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:
POINTS
Endocrin=The Endocrine System

SARCODE
Test/Programs/Spinal/Original Sarcode Results/Double Click on Adrenal until Rectified is over 85/Organ Chart (bottom of panel)/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Universal Biofeedback Therapy for bottom and top balance

TIMED THERAPIES
Test/Spinal/Timed Therapies/Adrenal Dysfunction Stim/Start

NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK
Test/Programs/Nutrition and Homeopathy Feedback/Calculate, Strike this Key First/OK/Stress and Cortisol/No (to questions)/Adrenal Balance

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Organ Systems/Adrenal Stim

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 10

HOMOTOXICOLOGY
(Before any detox, open the channels of elimination.)

Test/Programs/Homotoxicology/Click once on the word “Adrenal” under the ENTODERMAL type/Continue Test Nosode + Isode on Specific Organ/Either Treat Top Five or click on items in yellow to begin treatment/double click on panel to close/Detox Access/Stimulate Detox

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Adrenal” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

**HOLD TRAY**
Matrix Panel/In yellow or pink “Hold” tray type the word Adrenals/Test Item in Hold Tray above/Double click on the items which appear in yellow below the hold tray to treat.

Also, see pages on Auto Meridian Therapy and Auto Frequency Therapy.
ALARM REACTION

Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Alarm Correction/OK/The red VARHOPE panel will appear/Read the message in the center of the panel/You may close and proceed with Universal Biofeedback Therapy if it states “Alarm Responses Corrected”

If it states No More Universal Biofeedback Therapy, then please DO NOT do any more Universal Biofeedback Therapy for today. Even if it’s just 10 minutes into your session. Reschedule the session.

You can tell your client that “You respect their body and their body electric, and that is all that their body is able to handle for today, and therefore you will reschedule their session.”

Double click on the words “Alarm Reaction” on any panel, which it appears on. Wait to see if alarm can be corrected. If the alarm cannot be corrected and “No More Universal Biofeedback Therapy” appears, then end the session. Your client has had enough Universal Biofeedback Therapy for today. We urge you to not ignore this message!
ALCOHOLISM

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

**SCIO BODY VIEWER**
- Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
- Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
- Psychological/Addiction Therapy Auditory
- Psychological/Depression Therapy Auditory
- Organ Systems/Digestive System/Liver
- Acupuncture/Liver

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5484 5468  (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 717 657 703 706 790 710 9161 630 7551 695 425 8652 1096  (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Alcoholism
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button./Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY**
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ALCOHOLISM”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Dictionary module to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**SEARCH**
From the Matrix Panel type “ALCOHOLISM” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Click on the item individually and click Treat to Zap

**RED HOLD TRAY**
From the Matrix Panel/in the small white box (next to the button “GoToNo”) type the number 5484 and click GoToNo/Click and drag the word “Alcoholism” and drop it in the red hold tray in the bottom of your panel labeled “Hold Acute Item”/Check for Mental Echo/Check for Causal Echo/Check for Etheric Echo/Check for Curative Echo (Click on items in yellow to the right of the screen to treat after each “Check”)
CAUSES & AGGRAVATIONS
Test/Information/Causes and Aggravations/Choices/Aggravations/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Universal Biofeedback Therapy for bottom and top balance

NLP EMOTIONAL GROWTH STRESS REDUCTION
Test/Programs/NLP Emotional Growth Stress Reduction/Information/Alcoholism Test

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Therapy/Fife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq.) Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 10000

INVERT
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Stimulate Reaction/In the upper white box type ‘Invert Alcoholism’/Start Correction/Repeat until rectification is over 85.

**INDIVIDUAL NLP**
Test/Programs/NLP/Individual NLP/Addiction/Start NLP Interface

**NLP EMOTIONAL GROWTH STRESS REDUCTION**
Test/Programs/NLP/Therapies/Addiction Release

**NLP EMOTIONAL GROWTH STRESS REDUCTION**
Test/Programs/NLP/Multi Media/Addiction Release and Relaxation Training Video

**SEARCH**
From the Matrix Panel type “Addiction” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

**UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY**
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies.Load/OK/Hide File/Biofeedback/Addiction Release Therapy

**ACUPUNCTURE**
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:
POINT
Exb-2=Addiction

**ELECTROHYPNOSIS**
Test/Programs/Enter a suggestion in the top white box (ie: I do not like cigarettes)/Super Clear Subspace Therapy/Activate 7 min. Electro Hypnosis, Load Suggestion, extend time

**ALLERGY PANEL**
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Auto Meridian-Allergy/Allergy RX/Place the addictive item on the metal test tray (ie: cigarette)/Fill in top 3 white boxes (Enter all known allergies, Enter body areas affected & all allergic symptoms)/Invert Allergen from Test Tray/Extend time of Universal Biofeedback Therapy to 20 minutes/Start Desensitization

Also, see page on ADDICTION.
ALLERGY

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Acupuncture/Allergy
Therapies/Allergy Release Auditory
Psychological/Emotions
Organ Systems/Digestive System/Liver

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 1752 5709 2816 (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 615 616 613 1025 1024 701 706 3993 2971 (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Allergy (You can also describe the allergens using a double space after each entry format.)
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ALLERGY”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary module to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.
ALLERSONOMIX THERAPY

Test/Programs/Spinal/Allersodes/View the allergy categories listed on the green top portion of your panel and note their values. Opsin 1 is a homeopathic remedy used for food allergies and Opsin 2 is a homeopathic remedy used for inhalant allergies. If you do not see values listed next to these categories, then click on Test allergy Groups Again/Individual Allergies (This will allow you to create an allergy report to desensitize from.)/Do you want to empty the allergy report-Yes (This allows to start with a new report.)/You are now looking at a matrix, which is initially listing the Phenols. (Phenols are chemical components of certain foods, which provoke allergies.) Double click on the top three phenols to load into the report and then scroll up and double click on the bottom three phenols to load into the report.) Organize Allergy by Value/ Double click on the top three allergens to load into the report and then scroll up and double click on the bottom three allergens to load into the report./Note: Not all items in this matrix are allergies, some are good foods and some may have an emotional connection to the client which needs to be discussed. In order to determine the allergens, you are looking for the key words such as “Allergy”, “Sensitivity” or “Food Extract”. The symbol (ALR) is not sufficient to determine an allergic item. Click on Emotional Link (the emotion will be appear in black text and you can click on the Emotional Link several times to see the different layers of blocked emotions.) You can also use the “Search” function to enter a specific word such as
wheat and go directly to the item./Allergy Chart/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Treat with Allergic Desensitization Therapy/Choices/Close/Allergy Therapy/Load Allergy Report Items/Complete the Pink Allergy Module:

Enter All Known Allergies:
Enter Body Areas Affected:
All Allergic Symptoms:

Check off the following items listed in the bottom of the panel:
Release Mental Fixation
Relieve Inflammation
Reduce Histamine Cascade
Relive Redness
Relieve Sneezing
Treat Mast Cell Excess
Start Desensitization (Run Twice)
Note: Prior to Desensitizing, be sure to open up the channels of elimination through the Short Sarcode panel.

**ACUPUNCTURE**
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:
POINTS
Exhn2_4=Sinuses
Exue10=Allergies

**HISTIDINE**
Test/Programs/Risks Profile/Load Current Patient/Amino Acids/Histidine/Double Click until Rectify is over 85

**TIMED THERAPIES**
Test/Programs/Timed Cybernetic Feedback Therapy, Music, Superlearning/Timed Treatments/Enable Timed Therapy/Anti-Inflammation, Allergy Therapy

**NUTRITION PANEL**
Test/Programs/Nutrition & Homeopathy/Calculate, strike this key first/Good Foods/Virtual Doctor/Allergy Items

**AUTO VARHOPE**
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto VARHOPE

**UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY**
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto Aggressive Immune Dysfunction

**ZAP**
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Allergy Relief
**ALLERSODES ZAP**
Test/Click on “Allersodes” to the right of the panel/Zap high reactivity numbers

**ZAP**
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Various Enzyme Intolerance
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Lactose Intolerance

**SEARCH**
From the Matrix Panel type “Allergy” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

**RISKS PROFILE**
Test/Programs/Risks Profile/Load Current Patient/Double click on “ALLERGY” to load/Virtual Doctor Test/Click on remedies until Rectified is 100

![Image of medical interface](image)

**GO TO NO**
Test Screen/Enter the below listed numbers in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Zap high reactivity numbers:
Phenols: 377, Allergies: 1501/1513/810
Grass: 838, Pollen: 1563
Shellfish: 890, Sugar Yeast: 2373
Food Allergies: 847, Solvents/Phenol: 3251

**NLP EMOTIONAL GROWTH STRESS REDUCTION**
Test/Programs/NLP/Therapies/Emotional Allergy Release
UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Organ Systems/Extreme Allergy
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Additional/Allergy

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 5000

AUTO VARHOPE
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto VARHOPE

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto Aggressive Immune Dysfunction
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Brain/Frontal Lobe
Organ Systems/Brain/Occipital

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 2817 1773 5495  (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 614 9091 2469 706 614 722 796  (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Alzheimer’s Disease Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “Alzheimer’s Disease”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.
ZAP
Auto Zap Infection General – All Top Pathogens (12 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Virus (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Worms (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Bacteria (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Fungus (5 min)

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Alzheimer’s” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.
Also, in the search engine search for: heavy metals, brain and fatty acids.

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 430, 620, 624, 840, 866, 5148, 2213, 19180.5

AUTO VARHOPE
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto VARHOPE

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto Aggressive Immune Dysfunction

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Auto Trivector Therapy/DNA The Book Of Life/Attempt Electrical Repair/DNA Tingle/Scan and Repair Genes (rectify over 85)/DNA Telomere Repair (write down Flaw in Chrom and Energetic Foci numbers and go to the Matrix Panel to view descriptions)
Molecular DNA Pathology Text (Educational Text on Stress + DNA Reactivity and Molecular Pathology)
Test/Programs/Electro-Physiological Oscillation FREQ:
Tab to the right to see: Brain Wave Pattern Therapy/Start/Click the small white circle of the highest problematic wave on the right side of panel and click the small white circle of the highest Wave Speed on the left, then click start again until “Normal” is the highest number.
The “Normal” reading should be above 40 and no other reading in the “Pattern Type” should be within 10 values below the “Normal” Reading.
Alpha = 9Hz – 13Hz (relaxed, calm, lucid, not thinking)
Beta = 14Hz – 30Hz (awake, normal alert consciousness)
Theta = 4Hz – 8Hz (deep relaxation and meditation, mental imagery)
Delta = 1Hz – 3Hz (deep, dreamless sleep)
AMINO ACIDS

RISK PROFILE
Test/Programs/Nutrition/ Calculate Strike this Key First/OK/Amino Acids/Load Current Patient/Double click on items to treat until Rectified is over 85.
You also have the option to treat several of them at the same time. Single click each item and they will get loaded into the bottom tray. Once you are done loading the ones which you would like to work with, then click Treat + Test Hold Items until Rectification is over 85. (It’s ok that you cannot see all of the names loaded. They are all getting loaded!)
You can also test an organ for involvement. For example, you can type the word “Brain” in the white Organ box and then click on an Amino Acid above, and then click Test Organ for Involvement and see the imbalance and treat.

MATRIX PANEL
Amino Acids (Pink tab to the right of the panel)/Click on an item and Treat or Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap From Filter 5 Min.

GO TO NO
Matrix Panel/Type 918 in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Treat to Zap the item
ALS - AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS
(LOU GEHRIG’S DISEASE)

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

**SCIO BODY VIEWER**
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Immune System/Thymus
Organ Systems/Immune System/Spleen

Organ Systems/Immune
System/Adenoids, Tonsils, Appendix
Organ Systems/Immune System/White Blood Cells
Organ Systems/Nerves/ Central Nervous
CNS/Motor
Organ Systems/Nerves/Central Nervous
CNS/Sensory
Organ Systems/Nerves/Autonomic
ANS/Para Sympathetic
Organ Systems/Nerves/Autonomic
ANS/Sympathetic
Acupuncture/Nerves
SCIO Therapy/FOCI Detection Automatic

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5498  5806  (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes:  743  710  704  618  660  672  767  (Double space between the numbers.)
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY**
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.
**UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY**  
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Auto Trivector Therapy/DNA The Book Of Life/Attempt Electrical Repair/DNA Tingle/Scan and Repair Genes (rectify over 85)/DNA Teliomere Repair (write down Flaw in Chrom and Energetic Foci numbers and go to the Matrix Panel to view descriptions)  
Molecular DNA Pathology Text (Educational Text on Stress + DNA Reactivity and Molecular Pathology)  

Test/CHROMOS (colored tab to the right of the panel)/Scroll through to locate the one to treat (based on the Stress + DNA Reactivity Program/Highlight and Treat to Zap

**AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM**  
Test/Programs/Electro-Physiological Oscillation FREQ/Autonomic Nerval System/Start/Choose Sympathetic Stabilization 1.5 min, Parasympathetic Stabilization 1.5 min or Vagus Nerve Stabilization based on results

**DARK FIELD ANALYSIS**  
Test/Programs/Dark Field Analysis/Plio Morph Panel/Double Click on Mycoplasma/Close/Blood Treatments/Plio Morphic Stabilization/Start

**UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY**  
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Organ Systems/Brain, Tune Brain Function, Nerve Conduction, Synapse Stabilization  
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Additional/WBC Immunity, Spleen

**FREE RADICAL**  
Test/Programs/Aging/Anti-Aging Rx/Free Radicals in Tissue/Double click until rectified over 85.

**SEARCH**  
From the Matrix Panel type (one at a time) “Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis”, “Brain”, “Nervous System Lesions”, “Nervousness”, “Neurodermatitis”, “Neurosis”, “Lymes”, “Mycoplasma” or “Twitch” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/ Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to
the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap Mode menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

GO TO NO
Matrix Panel/Type (one at a time) 5498, 743, 2201, 2178, 966, 8738 in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Treat to Zap the item

HOLD TRAY
Matrix Panel/In yellow or pink “Hold” tray type (one at a time) Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, Brain, Nervous System Lesions, Nervousness, Neurodermatitis, Neurosis/Test Item in Hold Tray above/Double click on the items, which appear in yellow below the hold tray to treat.

PATIENT SUPERCONSCIOUS REDUCTION
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Patient Superconscious Reduction Panel/Disease of Concern: (one at a time) Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, Brain, Nervous System Lesions, Nervousness, Neurodermatitis, Neurosis/Test Item in Hold Tray above/Double click on all above items in red to begin treatment.

ZAP
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Infection General – All Top Pathogens (12 min)
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Virus (5 min)
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Worms (5 min)
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Bacteria (5 min)
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Fungus (5 min)
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Co Q enz + energy Nutrients

**NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK**
Test/Programs/Nutrition and Homeopathy Feedback/Calculate strike this key first/OK/
Vitamin B Complex Family/Double click on B1-Thiamine to treat/Close
Nutrienergy Balance/Closed Vitamin D Family/Nutrienergy Balance/Closed
Carbohydrate Digestion/Nutrienergy Balance/Closed
Internal Enzymes/Increase all enzyme Production/Closed
Insert Disease: (one at a time) Brain, Nervous System Lesions, Nervousness,
Neurodermatitis, Neurosis, Immune System/Test Disease for best nutritional
supplement/Double click on all items appearing in yellow to treat

**TIMED THERAPIES**
Test/Spinal/Timed Therapies: Cerebral Spinal Fluid, Frontal Lobe of Brain, Nerval Puls
Stim, Brain Stim, Cerebellum, Temporal, Vagus Nerve, Medulla Oblongata

**TIMED THERAPY, MUSIC & SUPERLEARNING**
Test/Programs/Timed Therapy, Music & Superlearning/Enable Timed Therapy/Start
Auto Neurological Repair/Start Auto Neurological Repair/Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome/Overall Immune Stimulation

**SHORT SARCODES**
Test/Programs/Short Sarcode Feedback
Rx/Facial+Eye+Gums/Brain/Treat and Scan
Test/Programs/Short Sarcode Feedback
Rx/Misc Rx/Taste and Brain Fatigue/Double
click on picture to treat

**SPINAL MUSCULAR RE-EDUCATION**
Test/Programs/Spinal/Nerves/Set time and
Start Treatment
Test/Programs/Spinal/Muscles/Treat Clonus
or spasm in area/Start Treatment until
rectified is 85 or above
Test/Programs/Spinal/Timed Therapies/ (Do
one at a time) Nerval Pulse Stim, Cerebral
Spinal Fluid, Spleen/Start

**RISK PROFILE**
Test/Programs/Risk Profile/Load Current Patient/Risk Chart Graphic/Universal
Biofeedback Therapy/Universal Biofeedback Therapy for bottom and top
balance/Choices/Close/Double click on “IMMUNE SYSTEM” to load/Virtual Doctor
Test/Click on remedies until Rectified is 100
Test/Programs/Risk Profile/Load Current Patient/OK/OK/Minerals[Double click on Calcium and Magnesium and rectify each over 85.

**ACUPUNCTURE**
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:

**POINTS**
Gb34_39 = Immune Stim
Gb40_44 = Immune Stim

**RIFE GENERATOR**
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start:
Neuralgia 5000
Neuritis, nerve inflammation 10000
Neurosis 10000

**HOMOTOXICOLOGY**
Test/Programs/Homotoxicology/INFO click first (Click on the gray panel once to close.)/Xenobiotics[Double click on Amalgam-Dental until Rectified over 85 and then double click on Heavy Metals until Rectified over 85.

**CRANIAL SACRAL**
Test/Programs/Cranial Sacral/Cranial Sacral/Test and Treat All until all items are grayed out.

**NLP EMOTIONAL GROWTH STRESS REDUCTION**
Test/Programs/NLP:
Brain Scan/Brain Scan For Nutrition[Double click on areas of brain, which need rectification
Mental Factors + Emotion Chart/Neuro-Peptide Balance/Test + Treat Emotions with Phase Stabilization until the Love Index is twice the Frustration Index/Make Emotion Chart/Show Emotion-Neuro Trans Chart/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Choose a Universal Biofeedback Therapy based on graph/Choices/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Choose a Universal Biofeedback Therapy based on graph Test/Programs/NLP/Unconscious Reactivity/Enter the client’s age on white box on top/Start/The ages at which traumas occurred will appear/Treat Emotional Profile Above Disease Type/Choose one or more diseases/Disease Path/Treat Profile for Time Set at Right
AMOEBA

ZAP
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Amoeba

GO TO NO
Matrix Panel/Type 901 in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Treat to Zap the item

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Amoeba” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

HOMOTOXICOLOGY
Test/Programs/Homotoxicology/INFO Click First/double click on gray box to close/Xenobiotics/Double click on Amoeba (under Nosodes column) until rectified is over 85.

DARK FIELD ANALYSIS
Test/Programs/Dark Field Analysis/Blood Treatments/On left side choose: Blood Toxicity/On right side choose: Amoeba/Set time and Start

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 310, 333, 532, 732, 769, 827, 1522
ANEMIA

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Immune System/Thymus
Organ Systems/Immune System/Spleen
Organ Systems/Immune System/Adenoids, Tonsils, Appendix
Organ Systems/Immune System/White Blood Cells

Organ Systems/Digestive System/Small Intestine
Organ Systems/Digestive System/Large Intestine
SCIO Therapy/Energy Boost

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 2822  5504 (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 767  704  660  790  702  672  604  617  728 (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Anemia
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.
DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ANEMIA”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

ACUPUNCTURE
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:
POINTS
Bl11_35=Anemia
St41_45

NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK
Test/Programs/Nutrition & Homeopathy/Calculate, strike this key first/Insert Disease: (in white box type Anemia)/Double click on items in yellow below to treat

NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK
Test/Programs/Nutrition & Homeopathy/Calculate, strike this key first/Click on Vitamin B Complex Family/Double click on the following items to treat: B2-Riboflavin/B6-Pyridoxine/B7-Folic Acid/B10-Biotin/B12-Dibencozide

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 5,000
RISK PROFILE
Test/Programs/Risk Profile/Load Current Patient/Minerals/Double click on the following items to treat: Iron/Cobalt

DARK FIELD ANALYSIS
Test/Programs/Dark Field Analysis/Blood Treatments/
Anemia Conditions/Start/Treat until Rectified is over 85
SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Anemia” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

AUTO VARHOPE
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto VARHOPE

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto Aggressive Immune Dysfunction

Also, see page on Stress + DNA Reactivity Panel.
ANEURYSM

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Circulation System/Arteries
Therapies/Circulatory Stress Auditory

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5505  (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes:  637  704  728  723  717  788  798  3999 (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Aneurysm
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ANEURYSM”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

SPINAL MUSCULAR RE-EDUCATION
Test/Programs/Spinal/Circulation/Do you wish to use the questions-No/Start Treatment

NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK
Test/Programs/Nutrition and Homeopathy Feedback/Calculate strike this key first/OK/Insert Disease: Aneurysm/Test Disease for best nutritional supplement/Double click on all items appearing in yellow to treat
**SEARCH**
From the Matrix Panel type “Aneurysm” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

**HOLD TRAY**
Matrix Panel/In yellow or pink “Hold” tray type Aneurysm /Test Item in Hold Tray above/Double click on the items, which appear in yellow below the hold tray to treat.

**UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY**
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Additional/Circulation

**PATIENT SUPERCONSCIOUS REDUCTION**
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Patient Superconscious Reduction Panel/Disease of Concern: Aneurysm /Start Superconscious Link/Close red VARHOPE panel/Double click on all above items in red to begin treatment

**RIFE GENERATOR**
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start:
Aneurysm - 880, 787, 760, 727, 465, 125, 95, 72, 444, 1865, 20, 727
ANGER

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Brain/Limbic
Acupuncture/
Psychological/Emotions
SCIO Therapy/Aura Cleanse

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 2772 (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 7128 8584 2013 7460 1086 (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Anger (FE) (Double space between the entries.)
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

NLP EMOTIONAL GROWTH
STRESS REDUCTION
Test/Programs/NLP/Therapies/Anger and Aggression Control 2, for excessive conditions
Test/Programs/NLP/Therapies/Anger Control 1, for slight disorders of impulse control
Test/Programs/NLP/Mental Factors + Emotion Chart/Test+Treat Emotions with Phase Stabilization/Double click on the word Anger in the top matrix to load into white box/10 second zap of emotion/Make Emotion Chart/Show Emotion-NeuroTrans Chart/ Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Universal Biofeedback Therapy for bottom and top balance

Test/Programs/NLP/Survival Awareness Form/Expand SAF in Detail/Double click on Anger/Go to Meta Program 1 Chart/Double click on anger to treat/Close/Meta Analysis 2/Treat Color Items
Test/Programs/NLP/Individual NLP/Complete top white boxes/Start NLP Interface
**SPINAL MUSCULAR RE-EDUCATION**  
Test/Programs/Spinal/Neuro emotional Complex NEC/Have the client answer the questions on the bottom/Test + Treat Emotions with phase stabilization (run until Love Index is twice the Frustration Index)

**ACUPUNCTURE**  
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat

**POINTS**  
Exhn_3=Irritability  
Exue_9=Anger  
Exue_12=Excess Anger

**SEARCH**  
From the Matrix Panel type “Anger” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

**ZAP:**  
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Emotions

Also, see pages on Relaxation & Stress Reduction
ANIMALS

Go to the green SOC panel/Click on Animal Testing (bottom left side of the panel)/Choose the animal by clicking an item on the left/Load and Close/Proceed with Demographics, Calibration and Test as you would normally do.

Test/Programs/Cranial Sacral-Reflexology-Animal/Choose Animal Therapies from this panel.
ANKLES

SPINAL MUSCULAR RE-EDUCATION
Test/Programs/Spinal/Bones/Either Click on Lower Left or Lower Right/Choose the option to the right of the panel which relate to your client /Choose the options on the right of the panel which relate to the type of pain/Set timer/Start Treatment until Rectified is 85 or above
Test/Programs/Spinal/Bones/(in the top matrix) Double click on Bones of Ankle/Treat Bones Indicated/Set timer/Start Treatment until Rectified is 85 or above
Test/Programs/Spinal/Bones/(in the top matrix) Double click on Bones of Ankle to load into the purple panel on the bottom called Type in Sarcode:/Transfer to Test Screen/Search Harmonic/Double click on the items in yellow to treat
(You can do the above steps for Muscles or Nerves)

ACUPUNCTURE
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:
POINTS
Exle-8=Ankle Disease

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ANKLE INJURIES or ANKLE, SOFT TISSUES”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

CRANIAL SACRAL
Test/Programs/Cranial Sacral/RX for Ankle Pain/Treat and Scan
SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Ankle” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/ Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.
ANOREXIA

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Digestive System/Stomach
Organ Systems/Digestive System/Pancreas
Psychological/Emotions
Therapies/Stimulate Nutritional Absorption
SCIO Therapy/Aura Cleanse

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5514  5515  (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 630  710  3183  790  717  704  702  747  (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Anorexia
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ANOREXIA”/ Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Universal Biofeedback Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Anorexia” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

GO TO NO
Matrix Panel/Type 6409 in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Treat to Zap the item (This item: Jaleakind is a tonic which stimulates appetite.

**HOLD TRAY**
Matrix Panel/In yellow or pink “Hold” tray type Anorexia/Test Item in Hold Tray above/Double click on the items, which appear in yellow below the hold tray to treat.
ANTI AGING

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

BODY VIEWER

Activate the Body Viewer: Matrix Panel/SCIO/SCIO 3D Body Viewer Activate/Click on Body Viewer on the bottom of your toolbar.
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (This will allow the movie files to run.)
Organ Systems/Muscles/Muscles of Head/Organ Systems/Digestive System/Liver
Acupuncture/Skin
Therapies/Adipose Tissue Dissolve Auditory (optional)
Psychological/Addiction Therapy Auditory (optional, if addicted to food)

Misc/Homeopathic Extras/(Use your gray bar to scroll to the bottom of this module.)/Enter the following items: (Nosode: Aging) – (Isodes: 3879  5479  3873  2469 1766  6193  3052  5280) Be sure to double space between the numbers./Activate/Close
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

IRIDOLOGY

Click on your Iridology tab on the bottom of your toolbar if you have not already done so in the previous step and you will be in the Anatomy tab. Click on General Tonify in the bottom left hand side of the module/Click on Activate Piggy Back on the upper right hand side of the module./Alphabetically locate the file named facemus.bmp and then double click anywhere on the picture to start this Universal Biofeedback Therapy. This will continue to run for the rest of the session

Click on the Facial+Eye+Gums Dignosis tab in the upper tabs/Face Muscles or Face Female/Double click on the picture to begin.
DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY

Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “AGING”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Add to Therapy/(Nosode: Aging) – (Isodes: 3879 5479 3873 2469 1766 6193 3052 5280) Be sure to double space between the numbers. – (Sarcode: Skin Liver)/Enter any emotional concerns such as tension, frowning, etc./Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, then repeat the Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity until it appears.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Reduce the Time of Therapy to one minute/Auto Treat/

Tip: Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

SCIO Therapy/Foci Treatment Manual/Woman Face (or men!)/SCIO Therapy/Foci Treatment Manual/Woman Neck
SCIO Therapy/Sky -/- 100-120 Hz for Skin, Face and Neck
Sacred Geometry/Methusala’s Aging Reversal
Tip: Click on your Iridology Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer module to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

FEED THE CLIENT

Test/Information/Info Report (or Info View depending on your Clasp32 version)/Information/Empty INFO to Start New/Are you sure, Empty Info Table?/Yes/Return to Main/Enter the numbers listed below in the white box located on the left side of the GoToNo box below the pink hold tray one at a time. For example: 3879/GoToNo/(This function will take you to the specific matrix number on the Matrix
Panel)/Drag and drop this matrix item in your blue Info report/(Imagine that you are making a plate of food for your client and then feeding them with it.)/Repeat this process until all of the numbers listed below have been searched for and placed in your client’s plate of food./Load Report (below the pink hold tray) If this button is missing, then you can locate it by clicking on SCIO EPR Enhancements and then Load Report Items/Now this button has turned into Load Report Items – click on it/Now you will notice that the pink hold tray has “Report Items Loaded”/Test Report and Zap Item for 3 Minutes until the client has reached high rectification over 85/

GoToNo Aging numbers:

3879 - ELASTIN | Major component of the connective tissue in the skin, ids premature aging or aging of skin.
5479 - AGING - GROWING OLD
3873 - COLLAGEN | Major component of the connective tissue in the skin, ids premature aging or aging of skin.
2469 - NELSON FATTY ACID REMEDY | For anti aging, only source of total fatty acids.
1766 - PREMATURE AGING SYNDROME | From toxicity and dehydration.
6193 - ANTI- RADICALAIRE | Anti oxidant, anti aging, (vitamins E, C, PP, Zn). VITAMIN
3052 - NELSON ANTI AGING REMEDY | Ayurvedic
5280 - TELOMERES | Antiaging part of DNA at the end of the genes to stop aging.

SHORT SARCODES
Test/Programs/Short Sarcode Feedback Rx/Add Additional Therapy/(Nosode: Aging) – (Isodes: 3879 5479 3873 2469 1766 6193 3052 5280) Be sure to double space between the numbers. - (Sarcode: Skin Liver)/Enter any emotional concerns such as tension, frowning, etc./Load/Close/Facial + Eye + Gums Diagnosis/Face Muscles/Treat and Scan

Note: Also, open some channels of elimination through the Short Sarcodes.

BODY SCAN
Test/Programs/Body Scan and Face Therapy/Skin Rejuvenation
Click on Test and a purple circle will appear on area, which needs treatment.
Set timer by increasing the minutes and click on any of the desired list of therapies listed below. (Break up the number of minutes based on your session time. For example, set the timer in 5 minute increments to work on Eyes, Chin, Cheeks, Neck and then setting a longer number of minutes on Face Lift.) This would be a good time to use
your roller or point probe on the face. You can activate your point probe on the Matrix Panel under the System Power Settings.

Anti-aging
Breast Enlarger
Breast Decreaser
Buttocks Enlarger
Cheeks Enlarger
Cheeks Treatment
Chin Treatment
Detox Pulse
Divine Light to Pineal Gland
Eyes Treatment
Face Lift
Fix Vanity with Acceptance
Forehead Treatment
Grow Taller
Hair, Anti Balding
Harmonize to Divine Light
Lips Enlarger
Lips Treatment
Neck Therapy
Oriental Face Diagnosis
Overall Face Tone
Penis Enlarger
Point Probe Cellulite
Point Probe Lines
Point Probe Scars
Point Probe Spots
Point Probe Warts
Restore Hair Color
SCIO Aura Cleanse
SCIO AFE Treatment of Psychic
Disturbance
Snore Less
Systemic Cellulites
Varicose Veins

**UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY**
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Additional Anti-Aging
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Organ Systems/Skin Stabilize
AGING
Test/Programs/Aging/Anti-Aging Rx/Double click on high numbers until Rectified is over 85

Test/Programs/Aging:

Anti Aging Belief Therapy
Anti Aging Relaxation Training
Anti Aging Therapy
Anti Aging DNA Telomere Repair
SCIO Interactive Anti Aging Pulse (Gradually raise the Voltage in the SCIO Working box until the patient feels the tingle in the head. Raise the Voltage after each minute until the tingle is felt equally all around, then click Stop after 5 Min. is over.)/Stop Aging Therapy/Close

TIMED THERAPIES
Test/Programs/Timed Cybernetic Feedback Therapy, Music, Superlearning/Timed Treatments/Enable Timed Therapy/Add Additional Therapy/(Nosode: Aging) – (Isodes: 3879 5479 3873 2469 1766 6193 3052 5280) Be sure to double space between the numbers. (Sarcode: Skin Liver)/Set the Timer/Reverse Lines and Skin Aging or Start Adipose Dissolve Treatment depending on the need.

NLP EMOTIONAL GROWTH STRESS REDUCTION
Test/Programs/NLP Emotional Growth Stress Reduction/Therapies/Anti Aging

NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK
Test/Programs/Nutrition and Homeopathy Feedback/Calculate, strike this key first/OK:
Vitamin A Family/Nutrienergy Balance
Vitamin B Complex Family/Close/Nutrienergy Balance
Vitamin C Complex Family/Nutrienergy Balance
Vitamin E Family/Nutrienergy Balance
Vitamin F Family/Nutrienergy Balance
Internal Enzymes/Increase All Enzyme Production
Stress & Cortisol/No to questions/Click on Cortisol and Growth Hormone to balance Mineral and Amino Acids (balance)
Insert Disease: Aging/Test Disease for best nutritional supplement/Double click on all items appearing in yellow to treat Stress + DNA Reactivity Panel
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Auto Trivector Therapy/DNA The Book Of Life (or click on the yellow atom if it’s not visible)/Attempt Electrical Repair/DNA Tingle/Scan and Repair Genes (rectify over 85)/DNA Telomere Repair (write down Flaw in Chrom and Energetic Foci numbers and go to the Matrix Panel to view descriptions)
AUTO MERIDIAN
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Auto Meridian-Allergy/Start Meridian Therapy/Retest All

OXYGENATION
Test/Programs/Timed Cybernetic Feedback Therapy, Music, Superlearning/Timed Treatments/Enable Timed Therapy/Sport Program-Oxygen Stim Matrix Panel/Type 937 in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Treat to Zap the item Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Auto VARHOPE

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/(Nosode: Aging) – (Isodes: 3879 5479 3873 2469 1766 6193 3052 5280) Be sure to double space between the numbers. (Sarcodes: Skin Liver)/Load/OK/Hide File/Relaxation/Oxygen Stimulation Additional/Anti Aging
REMSULAR-EDUCATION FOR SPORTSMEN
Test/Programs/ReMuscular-Education for Sportsmen/Oxygenation Stimulation/Start
ANXIETY

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

**SCIO BODY VIEWER**
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma

![healthy brain](image)

Psychological/Anxiety Therapy Auditory
Psychological/Emotions
Chakras/Long Scan Chakra
SCIO Therapy/Aura Scan
Sacred Geometry/Unconscious Selection

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5324  2773  (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 2884  7460  8759  8652  9112  4933  7522  3360  6224  2866  7809  6229  2889  7597  1083  4544  7812  (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Anxiety
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close Feedback
Homeopathic Activation Panel.

Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**ACUPUNCTURE**
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:

**POINT**
Li5=Anxiety
MENTAL FACTORS
Test/Programs/NLP/Mental Factors+Emotion Chart/Double Click on Anxiety/10 Sec Zap Emotion

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Biofeedback/Reduce Stress in Nerves/Release Spiritual Attack or Oppression/Body to Soul Connection
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Relaxation/Deep Muscle Relaxation/Oxygen Stimulation/Relax Mind/Reverse Psychic Attacks
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Organ Systems/Emotional Trauma

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Anxiety” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “STRESS”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.
SPINAL MUSCULAR RE-EDUCATION
Test/Programs/Spinal/Neuro Emotional Complex NEC/Test & Treat Emotions

INDIVIDUAL NLP
Test/Programs/NLP/Individual NLP/Anxiety/Start NLP Interface

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 3.5, 800

Also, see Stress Reduction and Relaxation.
APPENDIX

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

**SCIO BODY VIEWER**
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)  
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma  
Organ Systems/Immune System/Adenoids, Tonsils, Appendix

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:  
Isodes: 1040  756 (Double space between the numbers.)  
Misc.: Appendix  
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.  
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY**
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “APPENDICITIS”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your
toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**SEARCH**
From the Matrix Panel type “Appendix” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

**SPINAL MUSCULAR RE-EDUCATION**
Test/Programs/Spinal/Original Sarcode Results/Organ Chart/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Universal Biofeedback Therapy for Bottom and Top Balanced

**SHORT SARCODES**
Test/Programs/Short Sarcode Feedback Rx/Add Additional Therapy/Load/Close/ Ear+Etc/Large Intest & Small Intest[Double click on Appendix to begin therapy, repeat until Repaired is 85 or above.
Test/Programs/Short Sarcode Feedback Rx/Add Additional Therapy/Load/Close/ MiscRx/Digestion/ In white box enter the Area of Treatment: Appendix/Double click on Appendix to begin therapy, repeat until Repaired is 85 or above.

**UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY**
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Organ Systems/Digestion, Large Intestine, or Small Intestine (Run until rectified)

**ACUPUNCTURE**
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:
POINTS
Digest1=Digestive System
Exle-7=Appendix Disease
St35_40=Appendicitis

HOMOTOXICOLOGY
(Before any detox, open the channels of elimination.)
Test/Programs/Homotoxicology/Click once on the word “Appendix” under the
LYMPHODERMAL type/Continue Test Nosode + Isode on Specific Organ/ Either Treat
Top Five or click on items in yellow to begin treatment/double click on panel to
close/Detox Access/Stimulate Detox
APPETITE (INCREASE APPETITE)

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Appetite” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually which relate to increasing appetite and click Treat to Zap

GO TO NO
Matrix Panel/Type 3859, 157, 6750, 6409 and 148 (one at a time) in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Treat to Zap the item

ACUPUNCTURE
Test/Programs/Acupuncture
Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:

POINTS
St12_18=Loss of Appetite
St19_30=Loss of Appetite
DECREASE APPETITE
(ALSO, SEE THE WEIGHT LOSS PROTOCOL.)

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Appetite” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually which relate to decreasing appetite and click Treat to Zap

GO TO NO
Matrix Panel/Type 700, 8649, 6564, 7453, 31 and 6222 (one at a time) in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Treat to Zap the item

NLP EMOTIONAL GROWTH STRESS REDUCTION
Test/Program/NLP/Disrupt the Hypothalamus-Gall Bladder Connection

Also, see Addiction and Weight Loss.
ARM

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie
Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all
Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Bones/Arms
Organ System/Muscles/Muscles of Arms
+ Wrist
Spinal/Arms
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom
of your toolbar and this will allow the Body
Viewer program to run in the background
simultaneously as your other therapies
are running.

ACUPUNCTURE
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:

POINTS
Exue-2 = Metacarpal
EXUE7 = Metacarpal Tunnel
Exue_11 = Numbness of fingers
Exue_12 = Hands & Fingers
Largei-1 = Arm
Li2_4 = Metacarpal Tunnel
Li5_11 = Arm Disorders
Li5_7 = Arm
Lu3_5 = Arm Pain
Lu5_9 = Wrist Pain
Lunlar-1 = Arm
Lungme-1 = Arm
Metaca-1 = Tennis Elbow/Metacarpal Tunnel
N12 = Arm
N13 = Arm
O1b = Arm
O2b = Arm
Pc2_3 = Tremor in Hands
Sp12_18 = Weakness of limbs
St5_9 = Muscle Stiffness
Te4_9 = Wrist problems
Triple_2=Arm
U10=Arm, U15=Arm, U16=Arm
UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Organ Systems/Arm Therapy

SPINAL MUSCULAR RE-EDUCATION
(Remove head harness from head and place around the arm. Increase the Power Settings to Maximum)
Test/Programs/Spinal/Click on the Dermatomes to the right of the screen
Test/Programs/Spinal/Bones/Place your cursor in the upper matrix/Scroll up or down to find the bone you want to treat/Double click on it/Treat Bones Indicated/Set Timer/Start Treatment until Rectified is above 85
Test/Programs/Spinal/Muscles/Place your cursor in the upper matrix/Scroll up or down to find the muscle you want to treat/Double click on it/Treat Muscle Indicated/Set Timer/Start Treatment until Rectified is above 85
Test/Programs/Spinal/Nerves/Place your cursor in the upper matrix/Scroll up or down to find the Nerve you want to treat/Double click on it/Treat Nerve Indicated/Set Timer/Start Treatment until Rectified is above 85

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Arm” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

HOMOTOXICOLOGY
(Before any detox, open the channels of elimination.)
Test/Programs/Homotoxicology/Click once on the word “Osteodermal”/Continue Test Nosode + Isode on Specific Organ/Either Treat Top Five or click on items in yellow to begin treatment/double click on panel to close/DetoxAccess/StimulateDetox
Also see pages on Sports Program and Bones

SHORT SARCODES
Test/Programs/Short Sarcode Feedback Rx/Add Additional Therapy/Load/Close/Misc
RX/Elbow or Wrist Pts/Double Click on Picture to treat

CRANIAL SACRAL
Test/Programs/Cranial Sacral/Cranial Sacral/Metacarpal Tunnel
SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Aroma Therapy” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

RISK PROFILE
Test/Programs/Risk Profile/Load Current Patient/Aroma Therapy/Double click on an item for individual reactance and resonance/Single click an item to add to hold tray, remove extra text and leave product name/Test+Treat Hold Items

Organ: (type name of organ) ie: Stomach/Test Organ Involvement/Double click on an item from Aroma Therapy list above – ie: Basil/Treat + Test Hold Items
Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

---

**SCIO BODY VIEWER**
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Circulation System/Arteries
Organ Systems/Circulation System/Veins
Therapies/Circulatory Stress Auditory
SCIO Therapy/Sky-/- 100-120 Hz for skin
Wipe Therapy/Arteriosclerosis

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Isodes: 3316  1583  5087  834  6761  9152  7775   (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Arteries  Veins   (Double space between the words.)
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.

Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY**
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ARTERIOLES, DISORDERS or ARTERIOLOSCLEROSIS”/ Electroacupuncture +
BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**SPINAL MUSCULAR RE-EDUCATION**  
Test/Programs/Circulation/No to questions/Start Treatment until rectified is above 85

**RISK PROFILE**  
Test/Programs/Risk Profile/Load Current Patient/OK[Double Click on Circulation/Treat Areas Above/Virtual Doctor Test/Click on the remedy names individually to treat

**UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY**  
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Additional/Arteries & Veins  
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Additional/Heart  
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Additional/Circulation
SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Arter” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item

SHORT SARCODES
Test/Programs/Short Sarcodes/Add Additional Therapy/Load/Close/Misc Rx/Click on Heart/In the white box below “Area of Treatment” type the word heart and click on Treat

TIMED THERAPIES
Test/Programs/Spinal/Timed Therapies/Circulation Stimulation/Start

Also, see pages on Heart & Circulation.
Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

**SCIO BODY VIEWER**
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Spinal/Scan Spine
Acupuncture/Connective Tissue
Therapies/Anti-Inflammation Auditory
Therapies/Pain Release Auditory
SCIO Therapy/Sky/- 300-333 Hz for bone

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 1771 5530 5852 5910 2044 (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 6897 8688 4077 4989 7521 7523 919 4971 7075 710 701 665 664 604 617 625 9187 728 6398 (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Arthritis  Pain (Double space between the words.)

Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.
DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ARTHritic DISORDERS”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

ACUPUNCTURE
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat: POINTS
BL55_59=Arthritis
Ht1_3=Arthritis of Shoulder
St_32=Arthritis of Limbs
St31_34=Arthritis

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Arthritis” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

PATIENT SUPERCONSCIOUS REDUCTION
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Patient Superconscious Reduction Panel/Disease of Concern: Arthritis/Start Superconscious Link/Close red VARHOPE panel/Double click on all above items in red to begin treatment

NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK
Test/Programs/Nutrition and Homeopathy Feedback/Calculate, strike this key first/OK/Insert Disease: Arthritis/Test Disease for best nutritional supplement/Double click on all items appearing in yellow to treat

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 10000

SPINAL MUSCULAR RE-EDUCATION
Test/Programs/Spinal/Bones/Set Timer/Start Treatment until Rectified is above 85
Test/Programs/Spinal/Muscles/Set Timer/Start Treatment until Rectified is above 85
Test/Programs/Spinal/Nerves/Set Timer/Start Treatment until Rectified is above 85
**ZAP**
Auto Zap Infection General – All Top Pathogens (12 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Virus (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Worms (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Bacteria (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Fungus (5 min)

**HOMOTOXICOLOGY**
(Before any detox, open the channels of elimination.)
Test/Programs/Homotoxicology/Click once on the word “Osteodermal”/Continue Test
Nosode + Isode on Specific Organ/Either Treat Top Five or click on items in yellow to begin treatment/double click on panel to close/Detox Access/Stimulate Detox

Also, see the following pages based on the client’s needs:
Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

**SCIO BODY VIEWER**
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Lungs/Lungs
Acupuncture/Lung
Chakras/Long Scan Chakra
Psychological/Anxiety Therapy Auditory
Psychological/Emotions
Phobia Release Auditory
Therapies/Stress Release Auditory
Sacred Geometry/Throat Chakra

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 1756 5533 (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 1042 625 631 977 718 705 660 720 701 (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Asthma
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY**
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ASTHMA”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.
ACUPUNCTURE
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:

POINTS
Adamsa-1=Asthma, 16_21=Asthma, 22_24=Asthma
Exb1=Asthma, Exue-3=Asthma, Gb13_20=Asthma
Ki2_6=Asthma, Ki22_27=Asthma, Lu8_10=Asthma
Lu1_2=Asthma, Lu5_9=Asthma, St10_11=Asthma
St12_18=Asthma

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Asthma” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 880, 787, 727

NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK
Test/Programs/Nutrition and Homeopathy Feedback/Calculate, strike this key first/OK/Insert Disease: Asthma/Test Disease for best nutritional supplement/Double click on all items appearing in yellow to treat

PATIENT SUPERCONSCIOUS REDUCTION
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Patient Superconscious Reduction Panel/Disease of Concern: Asthma/Start Superconscious Link/Close red VARHOPE panel/Double click on all above items in red to begin treatment

AUTO VARHOPE
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto VARHOPE

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto Aggressive Immune Dysfunction

Also, see the following based on the client’s needs: Lungs, Oxygen and Allergy.
ATHLETE’S FOOT

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Endocrine/Thyroid
Organ Systems/Immune System/Thymus
Organ Systems/Immune System/Spleen
Organ Systems/Immune System/Adenoids, Tonsils, Appendix
Organ Systems/Immune System/White Blood Cells
SCIO Therapy/Sky/- 100-120 Hz for skin

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5535
Isodes: 611 660 719 672 790 (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Athlete’s Foot
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp 32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “ATHLETE’S FOOT”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp 32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/ Disease Probability and Dictionary/Scroll down to “”/Choose Therapy Option on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Set Time and Treat

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Athlete’s Foot” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.
NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK
Test/Programs/Nutrition and Homeopathy Feedback/Calculate, strike this key first/OK/Insert Disease: Athlete’s Foot/Test Disease for best nutritional supplement/Double click on all items appearing in yellow to treat

PATIENT SUPERCONSCIOUS REDUCTION
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Patient Superconscious Reduction Panel/Disease of Concern: Athlete’s Foot/Start Superconscious Link/Close red VARHOPE panel/Double click on all above items in red to begin treatment

AUTO VARHOPE
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto VARHOPE

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test>Programs>Universal Biofeedback Therapy>Auto Aggressive Immune Dysfunction

Also, see Fungus & Infection.
ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER (ADD & ADHD)
(Attention Deficit Disorder & Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder)

See section on: “Learning Disabilities”
AUTISM

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Brain/Frontal Lobe
Organ Systems/Brain/Parietal
Organ Systems/Brain/Temporal
Organ Systems/Brain/Occipital
Organ Systems/Brain/Limbic
Organ Systems/Brain/Medulla
Organ Systems/Brain/Cerebellum
Organ Systems/Kidney/Kidney
Psychological/Relaxation Auditory
SCIO Therapy/Aura Cleanse
SCIO Therapy/Learning Disability or Difference 1 Auditory
SCIO Therapy/Learning Disability or Difference 2 Auditory
SCIO Therapy/Autism and ADD repair 1 Auditory
SCIO Therapy/Autism and ADD repair 2 Auditory

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 2774
Isodes: 684 715 706 667 (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Autistic
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.
Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.
DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “AUTISM”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

ZAP
Auto Zap Infection General – All Top Pathogens (12 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Virus (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Worms (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Bacteria (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Fungus (5 min)

GO TO NO
Matrix Panel/Type 667 in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Treat to Zap the item

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Additional/Autism & Dyslexia Repair

NLP EMOTIONAL GROWTH STRESS REDUCTION
Test/Programs/NLP/Mental Factors+Emotion Chart/Double Click on Autism/10 Sec Zap Emotion
Test/Programs/NLP/Therapies/Neuro-Peptide Balance

SPINAL MUSCULAR RE-EDUCATION
Test/Programs/Spinal/Neuro Emotional Complex NEC/Test + Treat Emotions with phase stabilization

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Autism” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.
NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK
Test/Programs/Nutrition and Homeopathy Feedback/Calculate, strike this key first/OK/Insert Disease: Autism/Test Disease for best nutritional supplement/Double click on all items appearing in yellow to treat

PATIENT SUPERCONSCIOUS REDUCTION
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Patient Superconscious Reduction Panel/Disease of Concern: Autism/Start Superconscious Link/Cose red VARHOPE panel/Double click on all above items in red to begin treatment

Also, see Learning Disabilities, Electro-Physiological Oscillation FREQ, Brain, ANS and NLP.
AUTO ZAP & AUTO ZAP FROM FILTER

Matrix Panel/Locate item in the Matrix Panel to zap/Place cursor on item to highlight/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap (from top drop down menu)/ Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap (to zap for 3 minutes)/"Treat" (right-middle side of panel)

Test Panel/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap (from top drop down menu)/Choose Auto Zap item to begin a 5 minute zap for example: “Auto Zap Infection Emphasis - Top Virus (5 min)” Note: This option appears on the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu once you have done a word search for an item.

Test Panel/In the larger white box on the right side of panel type in a word to search in the Test Database

(ie: Infection)/Search/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap From Filter 5 Minutes

Zap Functions

AUTO FOCUS BIO-RESONANCE ZAP
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap:
Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap 3 min
Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap 9 min
Unzap (Note: This function changes the 3 minutes zap back to a “Treat” which is a 3 second zap.)
Auto Zap Aids Virus Family
Auto Zap Amoeba
Auto Zap Allergy Relief
Auto Zap Auto Aggressive Dysfunction
Auto Zap Candida
Auto Zap Cavities
Auto Zap Cellulite
Auto Zap Chronic Fatigue Virus
Auto Zap Co Q Enz. + Energy Nutrients
Auto Zap Cranial Bones
Auto Zap Dental Disease
Auto Zap Dental Sarcodes
Auto Zap Emotions
Auto Zap Flu Virus
Auto Zap Gingivitis
Auto Zap Hepatitis
Auto Zap Herpes
Auto Zap Infection General – All Top Pathogens (12 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Virus (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Worms (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Bacteria (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Fungus (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection General – All Top Pathogens (3 min)
Auto Zap Kidney Stones
Auto Zap Lactose Intolerance
Auto Zap Liquefy Cholesterol
Auto Zap Lyme Disease
Auto Zap Pyrogenium (food poisoning)
Auto Zap Various Enzyme Intolerance
Auto Zap Psych Disorders
Auto Zap Prions
Auto Zap Rickettsia
Auto Zap Sex Transmitted Diseases
Auto Zap Solvents
Auto Zap Spirochetes
Auto Zap Vaccines

FEEL GOOD ZAP
Zap Balance of Bowel Flora
Zap Degenerative Tissue
Zap Fibrous Tissue
Zap Hypothalamus-Gall Bladder Connection
Zap Inflamed Tissue
Point Probe Zap Active
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

Test/Programs/Electro-Physiological Oscillation FREQ/Autonomic Nerval System/Start/Choose Sympathetic Stabilization 1.5 min, Parasympathetic Stabilization 1.5 min or Vagus Nerve Stabilization based on results.
# BACH FLOWERS

**TO VIEW THE BACH FLOWERS AND TREAT**

Test/Return to Main (small white tab on right)/enter below listed number in the small white box (to the left of the GoToNo button)/GoToNo/Click on the item to highlight/Treat based on the reactivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2865</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER AGRIMONY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2866</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER ASPEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2867</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER BEECH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2868</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER CENTAURY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2869</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER CERATO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2870</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER CHERRY PLUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2871</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER CHESTNUT BUD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2872</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER CHICORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2873</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER CLEMATIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2874</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER CRAB APPLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2875</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER ELM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2876</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER GENTIAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2877</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER GORSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2878</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER HEATHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2879</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER HOLLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2880</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER HONEYSUCKLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2881</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER HORNBEAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2882</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER IMPATIENS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2883</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER LARCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2884</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER MIMULUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2885</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER MUSTARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2886</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER OAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2887</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER OLIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2888</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER PINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2889</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER RED CHESTNUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2890</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER ROCK ROSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2891</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER ROCK WATER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2892</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER SCLERANTHUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2893</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER STAR OF BETHLEHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2894</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER SWEET CHESTNUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2895</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER VERVAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2896</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER VINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2897</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER WALNUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2898</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER WATER VIOLET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2899</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER WHITE CHESTNUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2900</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER WILD OAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2901</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER WILD ROSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2902</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER WILLOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2903</td>
<td>BACH FLOWER RESCUE REMEDY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BABY

SHORT SARCODE
Test/Programs/Short Sarcode Feedback Rx/Add Additional Therapy/Load/Closed/Child + CPR/Childbirth, Baby CPR, Child Heimlich, Child CPR and Baby Skull/Double click on picture to begin treatment until Repaired is 85 or above.

UNIVERSAL BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Organ Systems/Baby Skull
Test/Programs/Biofeedback/Misc./Add Piggy Back Therapies/Load/OK/Hide File/Organ Systems/Healthy Baby
Also, see pages on Immune and Infection as needed.
BACTERIA

Note: The below listed matrix numbers can be loaded throughout the program in the Piggy Back sections!

SCIO BODY VIEWER
Program Start/Load Individual Movie Program (Start INFO Exchange)
Program Start/Treat Disease Path of all Old Trauma
Organ Systems/Immune System/Thymus
Organ Systems/Immune System/Spleen
Organ Systems/Immune System/Adenoids, Tonsils, Appendix
Organ Systems/Immune System/White Blood Cells
Organ Systems/Lymphatics/Lymph
Organ Systems/Digestive System/Liver
Therapies/Anti-Infection Auditory

Misc/Homeopathic Extras:
Nosodes: 5539 7639 5540 (Double space between the numbers.)
Isodes: 7629 606 903 8645 3046 719 717 726 (Double space between the numbers.)
Misc.: Bacteria
Activate (You may have to scroll down to see this button.)/Close the Feedback Homeopathic Activation Panel.

Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Body Viewer program to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “BACTERIAL INFECTION”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your
toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

**ZAP**
Test/Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap/Auto Zap Infection Emphasis - Top Bacteria (5 Min.)

**SEARCH**
From the Matrix Panel type “Bacteria” in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.

**BACTERIA TAB**
Matrix Panel/Click on the red tab to the right of the panel labeled “Bacteria”/highlight the item by placing your cursor on it and click Treat

**DARK FIELD ANALYSIS**
Test/Programs/Dark Field Analysis/Blood Treatments/Click Blood Toxicity on the left and Click on Bacteria on the right side/set timer/Start until rectified over 85.

**NUTRITION AND HOMEOPATHY FEEDBACK**
Test/Programs/Nutrition and Homeopathy Feedback/Calculate, strike this key first/OK/Insert Disease: Bacteria/Test Disease for best nutritional supplement/Double click on all items appearing in yellow to treat
PATIENT SUPERCONSCIOUS REDUCTION
Test/SCIO EPR Enhancements/Patient Superconscious Reduction Panel/Disease of Concern: Bacteria/Start Superconscious Link/Closed red VARHOPE panel/Double click on all above items in red to begin treatment

RIFE GENERATOR
Test/Programs/Universal Biofeedback Therapy/Rife Generator (blue box, Upper Freq./Enter the following frequencies one at a time, set above timer and Start: 832, 800, 784

HOMOTOXICOLOGY
(Before any detox, open the channels of elimination.)
Test/Programs/Homotoxicology/INFO Click First/Double click on the gray panel to remove it/Xenobiotics/Double click on Bacteria to treat over 85
BALANCE DISORDER

DISEASE PROBABILITY AND DICTIONARY
Test/Disease Probability and Dictionary/Disease Dictionary/Scroll down to “CEREBELLAR DISORDERS”/Electroacupuncture + BioResonance on Right/OK-Reveal Text/Quick Calibrate Patient’s Reactivity/Quick Test Patient BioResonance (If this button is missing, go up to the Therapy and you will find it there.)/Long Term Therapy Active/If Checked Mute Dictionary Music/Auto Treat/Click on your Clasp32 Icon on the bottom of your toolbar and this will allow the Disease Probability and Dictionary to run in the background simultaneously as your other therapies are running.

BRAIN SCAN
Test/Programs/NLP/Brain Scan/Double click on Cerebellum until rectified over 85.

TIMED THERAPY
Test/Programs/Timed Cybernetic Feedback Therapy, Music, Superlearning/Quick Check of Phase/Start

SEARCH
From the Matrix Panel type “Cerebellum,” “Vertigo,” “Dizzy,” and “Meniere’s” (one at a time) in the white box labeled Search for Item:/Click on Search/Either click on the items individually and click Treat to Zap the item or go up to the Auto Focus Bio-Resonance Zap menu/Choose Auto Zap from filter for 5 minutes.
GO TO NO
Matrix Panel/Type 731 in the small white box to the left of the “Go To No”/Go To No/Treat to Zap the item

ACUPUNCTURE
Test/Programs/Acupuncture Pictures Access/Choose Point/Test+Treat:

POINT
Te16=Balance Disorder

ZAP
Auto Zap Infection General – All Top Pathogens (12 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Virus (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Worms (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Bacteria (5 min)
Auto Zap Infection Emphasis – Top Fungus (5 min)

Also, see pages on Brain, Ear, Infection, and EEG-ECG-FREQ.,